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or three years, Denise Hayes foeused on creating her dream home
in Crested Butte. She scoured magazines for ideas, and colleeted
the unique elements, such as farm gate doors at a flea market, that
someday would make it into her perfect housc. This was a project
of love, she says.
The idea was to ereate a modern farmhouse with a twist. It's
hard to ddin'~ the Hayes home. "It's very eclectic. It's modern, yet
it's a f;mnhouse. I bought what I loved and I figured out a way it
would work. When people see it, I don't know if it's everyone's
taste, but they appreciate it," says Denise.
Architect Dan jvIurphy explains that different styles were used
on the exterior of the home to tell a story. The master suite in the
back of the house was built with reclaimed wood to look like an
old cahin. Then the main structure is a take on a farmhouse. "\Ve
created a story," he explains. "That the cabin in the back was there
first and then the main house was built on."
As soon as you walk through the front door, you know you
have walked into something special because of the rounded staircase-the idea hehind iI, says Denise, is to mimic a grain silo. It's a
modern take on a f;lrmhouse-style element.
The stair treads arc dark chestnut planks; the carved risers
arc pieces of antique doors found in Santa Fe. LED undermount
lights installed by lighting designer Erie Naughton highlight them.
The wall of the staircase is black metal tiles, also highlighted by
LED lights.
Denise says, "If you looked ldi or right, you needed to see
something unique everywhere you looked. You didn't want to feel
overwhelmed-it
needed to look comfortable."
A main theme in the hous,~ is the doors. Denise and her husband, Bill, picked out the doors at La Puerta in Santa Fe three
years ago, even hefore the house was being framed. The doors are
works of art made from antique architectural elements dating from
the U:Jth through early 20th centuries. For instance, double pantry
doors were constructed Irom antique doors and antique carved

panels. It's an exquisite way to hide food storage. "\Ve didn't want
it to look like a pantry door. \Ve wanted it to look like a piece of
furniture," Denise explains.
The first floor of the house is home to two bedrooms for the
Hayes' children, a f;nnily room and the master bedroom. The master suite is its own pod, or offshoot of the house. A hallway covered
in reclaimed wood with a vaulted ceiling makes you feel like you
arc entering an old barn. The bedroom walls are logs with chinking, while the ceiling is rusted corrugated metal. A kiva fireplace is
ofI~et in the corner, a focal point of the room. The room could appear to be dark with all the wood and metal, hut once the lights go
on it warms up immediately. The ambient lighting-upmounted
LED lights where the logs meet the metal ceiling-truly
creates
warmth.
Two contemporary black leather chairs sit in front of the fireplace. It's a perfect blend of old and new. Speaking of old and
new-the
master bath combines the two with a modern Ove tub
and above-counter vessel sinks on top of a rustic piece of custom
furniture. On the walls, corrugated steel completes the look and
/Ccl.

The lighting throughout the house perfectly accents the art in
the architectural clements. It also warms the house's deep-colored
wood floors and hlack metalwork.
Naughton used a total lighting system. One important aspect
of it, he says, is the efficiency. Receqtly the town of Crested Butte
adopted a new code that all new homes must use 50 percent CFL
or LED lighting. In addition, Naughton set the threshold for the
lights at 90 percent, ealled high-end trimming, which means when
you turn a light on all the way, it's really only at 90 percent. This
saves 30 percent of energy usage, says Naughton.
He was also able to warm the house with the lighting by using
dimmable incandescent colored fluorescents. They don't emit the
typical fluorescent light; instead they mimic an incandescent, giving ofT a warm glow.
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The second story of the house is
again an eclectic mix of old and new.
As you wind up the slow curye of the
staircase and look above you, the ceiling is rounded and coyered in the same
dark metal. It creates "its own little
room within," Denise says. The dark
metal-tiled look is carried oyer to the
fireplace. A very contemporary
flue
goes up the entire wall to the vaulted
ceiling. It continues the modern farmhouse aesthetic, while simple trusswork
brings the old back into play. There
are metal tic rods that borrow a design
from the f.-U110US Green and Green of
the arts and crafts era.
That design is mirrored on the
balusters and railings on the staircase
as well. "The trusses and the exterior
old reclaimed lumber show respect for
what was there possibly one hundred
years ago," says Nlurphy.
Denise worked with local blacksmith Ben Eaton to create a large chandelier aboye the living room. Naughton
then installed LED lights that point up
to warm the area. It is a m~or focal
point, and a work of art.
Another lighting fixture is an old
metal scale that hangs above the dining
room table. Denise worked with Interiors, which helped her find such items.
The kitchen also helps warm and
balance the open floor plan. A focal
point is a large copper trough sink on
the island, Denise had seen a similar
idea in a magazine and wanted to pull
off the look in her home. "You could
look at it and think that's just wild or it
could look great," she says of the copper sink. "But it works and we 100'eit.··
Opposite of the sink is a concrete
countertop with antique wine barrel
barstools-another
example of mixing
old and new.
The Hayes locally sourced as
many of the details of the home as possible, hiring Dan Murphy as architect
with associate designer Laura \\'iniger
andJimmy Faust as builder.
The end result is an inviting. interesting home. "I wanted it to be a house
that you want to sit and look at:' says
Denise. "~Iy hOllse shouldn't look like
your house-we should all be unique:'
I-Jer advice for those building a
house? It's simple: Don't be afraid 10
take risks, she says. "But if you're going
to be risky, be risky all over the housc:'
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